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polycrystalline Li1+xTi2−xAlx(PO4)3
(0.2 # x # 0.4) samples followed by 7Li PFG (pulse
field gradient) NMR spectroscopy†

Virginia Diez-Gómez, a Isabel Sobrados, a Cristina Ruiz-Santaquiteria,a

Wilmer Bucheli,a Ricardo Jiménez *ab and Jesús Sanza

Short and long range lithium motions in powder Li1+xTi2−xAlx(PO4)3 (LTAP) NASICON compounds prepared

by ceramic (x = 0.2 and 0.4) and sol–gel (x = 0.3 and 0.4) routes are discussed. ND diffraction and MAS-

NMR spectroscopy were previously used to investigate structural features of these compounds. In

particular, Fourier map differences showed that the amount of Li atoms allocated at M3 increases at the

expense of M1 sites when the Li content increases. In this work, PFG-NMR results show that diffusion

coefficients rise with the amount of lithium and temperature. The restricted diffusion inside NASICON

particles is compared with “free” diffusion processes. At 300 K, diffusion coefficients DPFG ∼ 5 × 10−12

m2 s−1 have been deduced in ceramic x = 0.2 and 0.4 samples, decreasing with diffusion time D used in

PFG experiments. In sol–gel samples, diffusion coefficients are near those of ceramic samples, but

decrease faster with diffusion D times, as a consequence of the Li confinement inside sub-micrometric

crystallites. The NMR spin-echo signal displays minima at specific q(ggd) values that are related to the

crystallite size. From Rdif ∼ qm
−1 distances, calculated from the position of minima, and from diffusion

coefficients deduced for high D values, the mean crystallite size was estimated. Finally, from the

temperature dependence of conductivity and diffusion coefficients, the activation energy and charge

carriers concentrations were determined.
Introduction

LiR2(PO4)3 NASICON-type phosphates are considered promising
electrolytes for all solid-state lithium (ASSB) batteries because of
their chemical stability against water and CO2, and their high
three-dimensional mobility.1,2 The structural investigation of Li
LiR2(PO4)3 compounds showed that the NASICON network is
built of LiR2(PO4)3 lanterns, that share oxygen atoms with
neighbouring units to form 3D conduction channels.3 In Ge and
Ti phases, a rhombohedral R�3c space group was deduced at RT,
however, in Sn, Zr and Hf phases, an additional triclinic C�1 one
was detected at lower temperatures.4–8 In LiR2(PO4)3 doped
compounds, the amount of Li charge carriers can be modied
by changing the valence of R cations. In solid solutions Li1+x-
Ti2−xRx

3+(PO4)3 (R3+ = Al, Sc, In), the amount of lithium
increases with trivalent cations, improving considerably Li
mobility at room temperature (sdc ∼ 10−3 S cm−1).9–11 Taken
into account the big increment of conductivity of
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Li1+xTi2−xAlx(PO4)3 (LTAP) with respect to that of LiTi2(PO4)3,
structural investigations were addressed to elucidate Li motion
mechanisms.

In Li1+xTi2−xAlx(PO4)3 (x = 0.2 and 0.4) samples, Fourier
map-differences performed on neutron diffraction patterns
recorded between RT and 500 K, showed that Li ions occupy two
structural sites: M1 sites at ternary axes and M3/M3′ sites of M2
cavities disposed around ternary axes11 (Fig. 1).

The allocation of Li ions at M3 sites, displaces neighbouring
Li from M1 sites, playing an important role the creation of M1
vacancies on the onset of long-range motions in Li1+xTi2−xAlx(-
PO4)3 compounds.11–13 The 7Li NMR technique was used to
investigate residence times and Li exchanges between structural
sites.14,15 The temperature dependence of 1/T1 and 1/T2 relaxa-
tion rates of the 7Li NMR signal, conrmed the presence of two
relaxation mechanisms assigned to local and extended motions
of lithium.16–19 The lower temperature mechanism was ascribed
to local motions around M1 sites, and the higher temperature
mechanism, ascribed to long range Li motions along .M1–
M3–M1. pathways. In previous works, some compositional
heterogeneity was deduced from the analysis of 31P MAS-NMR
spectra, that could affect bulk and grain boundary contribu-
tions to conductivity.20,21

In NASICON compounds, Li motions are not simple,
requiring several techniques to deduce motion mechanisms. In
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 1 Schematic view of the NASICON structure (space group R�3c)
where Li sites along conduction channels are visualized.
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the present work, long-range lithium motions are investigated
in Li1+xTi2−xAlx(PO4)3 (LTAP) samples prepared by sol–gel and
ceramic routes. The Pulse Field Gradient (PFG)-NMR technique
has been used to deduce long-range self-diffusion coefficients
(DPFG). The effect of the particle size on the measured DPFG will
be discussed with respect to the intrinsic self-diffusion coeffi-
cient DS without the constraint of the particle size. The parallel
PFG-NMR and dc-conductivity study, carried out at the same
temperature, has been used to estimate mean distances and
charge carrier concentrations.22–25
Experimental
Sample preparation

Ceramic Li1+xTi2−xAlx(PO4) (x = 0.2 and 0.4) named LTAP02-C
and LTAP04-C samples were prepared by heating stoichio-
metric mixtures of Li2CO3, TiO2, Al2O3 and (NH4)2H(PO4)3 from
300 to 1000 °C, following the procedure described elsewhere.16

Here, the study will be focused on Li1.2Ti1.8Al0.2(PO4)3 and
Li1.4Ti1.6Al0.4(PO4) samples, because their high conductivity and
absence of secondary phases.

Li1+xTi2−xAlx(PO4) (x = 0.3 and 0.4) compositions named
LTAP03-SG and LTAP04-SG were prepared by the sol–gel route.26

In these preparations, Ti(OC4H9)4 was rst mixed with ethylene
glycol and dropped at 120 °C into a citric acid solution; then,
stoichiometric LiNO3, NH4H2PO4 and Al(NO3)3$9H2O were
added to the solution. Aer precipitation (pH ∼ 6), samples
were heated at 500 °C until complete decomposition of organic
compounds and nitrates, and heated between 800° and 900 °C
to form NASICON phases.
Techniques

X-Ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were analyzed with Cu-Ka
radiation (l = 1.5406 Å) to follow the formation of NASICON
phases. To determine the particle and agglomerates size,
powders were examined by XRD and scanning electron
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
microscopy (SEM) techniques. In the last case, a JEOL 6400
electron microscope, working at 20 kV was used.

Pulse eld gradient. The NMR experiments were performed
in a Bruker AVANCE 400 spectrometer equipped with a 89 mm
wide bore, 9.4 T superconducting magnet (Larmor frequency of
7Li is 155.51 MHz), with a Bruker diffusion probe head Diff60
using p/2 irradiation 7Li pulse lengths of 8.5 ms.

Self-diffusion coefficients were determined with the PFG
(pulse eld gradient) technique. In these experiments, the
stimulated echo p/2–t1–p/2–t2–p/2 sequence was used, in which
two eld gradient pulses of d width and g intensity were applied
between the two rst p/2 pulses and aer the third p/2 radio-
frequency pulse (Fig. S1†). A spoiler gradient was used between
the second and third p/2 pulses. From the echo-signal attenu-
ation, induced by the increment of exponent parameters, self-
diffusion coefficients (DPFG) were deduced, using the Stejskal
and Tanner expression deduced for free diffusion22

A(2t1 + t2)/A0(2t1 + t2) =

exp[−g2g2d2(D − d/3)DPFG] = exp(−bDPFG) (1)

where A and A0 stand for echo signal intensity at (2t1 + t2) with
and without eld gradient pulses, g is the nuclear gyro-
magnetic ratio, and D is the diffusion time used in
experiments.23–25

These experiments were performed keeping d and D values
constant and increasing the gradient pulse intensity g from 0 to
2500 G cm−1. Similar determinations can be performed by
xing g and D, and increasing d values; however, in this case the
short pulses approximation is difficult to comply.25 The range of
DPFG values, explored with PFG NMR technique, ranges from
10−8 to 10−13 m2 s−1.27 In the present work, d values were xed at
2 ms, but D values increased (10–100 ms) to deduce the DPFG

dependence on diffusion times. In Pulse Field Gradient (PFG)
measurements, relaxation T2 values corrected from B0 inho-
mogeneity, must be longer than 2 ms, and the repetition rate
ve times T1 values (5 × 10−2 to 1 s).27 Both requirements were
complied in PFG experiments performed in the temperature
range 300–425 K. Diffusion coefficients were analyzed vs.
inverse temperature to deduce activation energy. Finally,
minima detected at specic q (ggd) values in ln(A/A0) vs. q plots,
were discussed and used, in some cases, to estimate crystallite
size due to (diffraction effects).

Previously, the gradient was calibrated using a LiCl 4 M
aqueous solution and a value of the diffusion coefficient equal
to 6.8 × 10−10 m2 s−1. The linear ln[A(2t1 + t2)/A0(2t1 + t2)]
dependences on b (g2g2d2(D − d/3)) values were used to deter-
mine diffusion coefficients. The ttings were done in the low
gradient region (g < 500 G cm−1) where the linearity was obeyed
for diffusion times longer than 10 ms.
Results
SEM results

SEMmicrographs show large differences in ceramic and sol–gel
samples. The samples prepared by the ceramic route display
a wide distribution of grain sizes, but sol–gel samples show
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 13040–13051 | 13041



Fig. 2 SEM micrographs of (a and b) LTAP02-C, (d and e) LTAP04-C,
(c) LTAP03-SG and (f) LTAP04-SG samples.
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narrower distributions. In LTAP02-C micrographs, large grains
near 10 micron coexist with 1–3 mm grains (Fig. 2a and b). A
similar situation was found in LTAP04-C powders, where large 6
mm grains and smaller grains (1–2 mm) were observed in
micrographs (Fig. 2d and e).

In samples prepared by the sol–gel method, particles display
lower size. In LTAP03-SG sample, particle sizes are sub-
micrometer varying between 200 and 300 nm (Fig. 2c). In
LTAP04-SG sample, grains are fused, keeping grain sizes
between 300 to 400 nm (Fig. 2f). From XRD patterns, the size of
crystalline domains was deduced, yielding 159 nm and 122 nm
respectively in LTAP03-SG and LTAP04-SG samples.
NMR PFG measurements

In static samples, the NMR line broadening decreases with Li
motions. At high temperatures, the line-width is mainly given
by the magnetic eld inhomogeneity. To further decrease the
signal broadening, echo p/2–s–p sequence is used to refocus
the lithium magnetization. In these experiments, the spin
phase coherence is lost when long term motions are produced.
The application of a magnetic eld gradient across the sample
volume labels magnetically NMR sensitive nuclei enabling the
tracking of their motion over a given time, the diffusion time.
The magnetic labeling is accomplished by applying two
gradient pulses of amplitude and duration g and d, respectively,
spaced by a time D, the diffusion time. In the absence of
motion, the loss of phase coherence of the NMR signal caused
13042 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 13040–13051
by the rst gradient pulsed would be compensated by the
second gradient pulse, but this would not be the case if diffu-
sion occurs during the time D.

Since the PFG methods are based on the observation of an
echo, the rapid decay of the signal (short T*

2 ) leads to a signi-
cant reduction in the signal-to-noise ratio of the spectrum, thus
limiting the practical range of some experimental parameters,
i.e., diffusion times, and requiring an increase in signal aver-
aging to improve detection. Thus, a stimulated spin echo
sequence was chosen because it allows short echo times and the
diffusion time is limited by T1. Based on the DiffDELTA exper-
iments in which the signal is obtained with and without
a gradient, the decay of the signal can be estimated by applying
the experiment without a gradient. That is, only due to the
relaxation (mixture of T1 and T2) that takes place in the DiffSte
pulse sequence and depends on the nature of the sample.
Applying these sequences to the Li- NASICON samples of this
work, it is found that for 60 ms the signal is approximately 25%
(experimental value over 100% estimate, D = 0), for 100 ms it is
approximately 10% (estimated value over 100% estimate, D =

0). Going to values above 100 ms would mean getting a residual
signal from the equilibrium magnetization. This is why it is not
suitable to carry out experiments at very long D in our samples.

Experiments were collected with spoiler gradients that
dephase the remaining magnetization using spatial phase
encoding. In the event that in our acquisitions there is unde-
sired contributions to the gradient andmore important for high
gradients, the following considerations and additional experi-
mentation have been analyzed: different pulse shapes, the
inuence of d values and the inuence of increasing the stabi-
lization time aer the gradient pulse.

To generate rectangular gradient pulses using a real gradient
coil having a nite resistance and inductance, an innite
voltage would be required. Shaped gradient pulses allow the
required voltage to be limited to a value the amplier can
reasonably produce. We have veried that with sine and opt-
gradient pulse shapes (each one in the ranges that we have
considered linear) we obtain similar diffusion coefficient values
within the error of the measurements.

It is important to note how the d values affect the measure-
ments. In the ideal case, this parameter should not inuence. In
the acquisitions with d = 1 and d = 2, opt type pulses, with the
same diffusion time and with adjustments for gradient values
below 800 G cm−1, we have obtained similar values for the
diffusion coefficients in the experiments with D $ 20 ms.

PFG experiments were performed keeping d and D values
constant and increasing the gradient pulse intensity g from 0 to
2500 G cm−1. In this work, DPFG coefficients were determined at
increasing D values (10–100 ms). To obtain adequate signal/
noise ratios, the number of accumulations amounted to 50
and 2400 in ceramic and sol–gel samples.

Diffusion coefficients. In samples, Li ions trajectories are
dened by r(t) and v(t) vectors. At the time t, the square
displacement, SD, produced inside particles, during the interval
dt is given by

SD(dt) = jr(t + dt) − r(t)j2 (2)
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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that can be averaged over different D times, to give MSD(D)
values.

In systems composed by N equivalent particles, the mean
square displacement (MSD) is given by

MSDðDÞ ¼ 1=N
X

i¼1.N

MSDiðDÞ (3)

In each direction, MSDi(D) = 2. Di. D; but mean MSD values
of three-dimensional systems are expressed as

MSD(D) = MSDxx(D) + MSDyy(D) + MSDzz(D) = 6DSD (4)

where mean Dif values of powder samples are averaged over all
crystallite orientations, according the expression

DS = 1/3(DSx + DSy + DSz) (5)

In expression (4), the factor 6 is related to three dimensional
motions with forwards and backwards directions to move.

From MSD values, it can be deduced if ions are bound or
diffusing in restricted or free regimes. When DPFG(D) values
remain constant, averaged MSD values are proportional to D

time. If motions are conned inside particles, MSD values
increase towards a constant value, but if Li ions are bounded,
MSD values could decrease to zero.

Ceramic LTAP02-C sample. In PFG Li1.2Ti1.8Al0.2(PO4)3
experiments, ln(A/A0) attenuations echo against b values,
Fig. 3 (a) Plot of ln echo attenuations against b values for different D
times in the ceramic Li1.2Ti1.8Al0.2(PO4)3 sample. (b) Dependences of
diffusion coefficients and mean square displacements (MSD) on
diffusion times (D).

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
g2d2g2(D − d/3) are given in Fig. 3a for different diffusion D

times (10–70 ms). In these experiments, the gradient pulse
width was kept constant (d = 2 ms), but gradient pulse intensity
g increased from 0 to 2500 G cm−1. From linear plots, obtained
for low attenuations (ln(A/A0) > −0.9), self-diffusion Dif coeffi-
cients were deduced (closed symbols). For higher ln(A/A0)
attenuations, plots deviate appreciably from linear regimes
(open symbols).

In liquids, diffusion coefficients are independent of diffu-
sion time D, but in solid samples, where restricted motions are
produced, DPFG values decrease with increasing D values.25 The
relation between conned (DPFG) and free diffusion (DS) coeffi-
cients will be discussed later.

Mean square displacements (MSD) performed by Li ions can
be calculated with the Nernst–Einstein equation, for isotropic
three-dimensional motions (expression (6))

MSD = 6DPFGD (6)

where D and DPFG values stand for diffusion time and diffusion
coefficients in PFG experiments.

In Fig. 3b, DPFG and MSD values obtained at increasing D

times are given. For shortD values, diffusion DPFG coefficients∼
4.3 × 10−12 m2 s−1 were deduced, but when D values increase
Fig. 4 (a) Ln echo attenuations vs. b values in LTAP02-C sample (D =
20 ms) in the T = 294–432 K range. Dashed lines were fitted to two
exponential contributions, (b) Arrhenius plots of DPFG values deduced
for two diffusing species.

RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 13040–13051 | 13043
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DPFG values decreased. Despite DPFG coefficients decrease, MSD
distances increase in a monotonous way with D from 2 × 10−13

to 10−12 m2.
At increasing temperatures, deviations from linearity,

detected for medium/high attenuations, were associated with
the presence of two decays in Li1.2Ti1.8Al0.2(PO4)3, Fig. 4a. The
results described here suggest the presence of two diffusing
species (aprox 80 : 20; fast : slow). DPFG, MSD and RMSD values
for the fast species are given in Table S1.† From the inverse
temperature dependence of DPFG values, activation energy of
two species were deduced, 0.18 and 0.09 eV.

Ceramic LTAP04-C sample. In Li1.4Ti1.6Al0.4(PO4)3, PFG
experiments were again performed with d = 2 ms and D values
between 10 and 100ms, for increasing g values (0–2500 G cm−1).
From DPFG coefficients, mean square displacements were again
deduced. In Fig. 5a, the ln attenuation plot of echo signals with
b values, is given for 298 K.

In Fig. S2,† the attenuation of the echo signal (log scale) is
depicted in the q-space, for d = 2 ms and D = 10, 20 and 40 ms
(a, b and c, respectively), at different temperatures.

For high gradient values, negative values for attenuation
were observed. In order to obtain a A/A0 plot (log scale) vs. q
(Fig. 5b), a positive 0.1 shi was applied to attenuation values. A
dash line at A/A0 = 0.1 denote the original 0 value. Fig. 5b,
Fig. 5 (a) Dependence of ln echo attenuations on b values in the
ceramic Li1.4Ti1.6Al0.4(PO4)3 sample. Only linear regions (solid symbols)
were considered in determination of DPFG values. (b) Plot of echo
signal attenuations (log scale) vs. q(gdg) values.

Fig. 6 (a) RT dependence of diffusion (DPFG) coefficients and mean
square displacements (MSD) on diffusion time (D) for the Li1.4Ti1.6-
Al0.4(PO4)3 sample. (b) Variation of the inverse position of minima,
qmin

−1, with diffusion D times.

13044 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 13040–13051
illustrates the presence of minima associated with restricted Li
motions inside particles (diffraction effects). In Li1.4Ti1.6Al0.4(-
PO4)3, qmin values deduced from minima, show a shi towards
higher q values when D values increase (Fig. 5b). From the
position of minima, distances Rdif ∼ qmin

−1 were deduced,
decreasing from 1.7 to 1.3 mm when D increases from 10 to 40
ms (Fig. 6b).

Because of the presence of minima detected above q ∼ 6 ×

105 m−1 values, only linear ln A/A0 regions (solid symbols) were
considered in determinations of DPFG values (Fig. 5a). Deduced
diffusion coefficients decrease with the diffusion D time
(Fig. 6a). For D = 10 ms, the diffusion coefficient was near 1.1 ×

10−11 m2 s−1, but, above 20 ms, DPFG values decrease slowly
towards the 3 × 10−12 m2 s−1 value. MSD distances calculated
with the expression (6), increase in a monotonous way from 6 ×

10−13 to 1.7 × 10−12 m2 when D increases from 10 to 100 ms.
For higher D values, errors in MSD values increase considerably
(Fig. 6a).

Variable temperature measurements (300 to 420 K) were
done for D = 10, 20, 40 and 80 ms. In Fig. 7a, the (A/A0) vs. q for
D = 10 ms is plotted, aer the positive displacement of the
curve at the different temperatures. Diffraction minima shi
slightly towards a lower limit q value ∼ 5.7 × 10−6 m−1, when
temperature increase (Fig. 7a), indicating that Rdif increases
towards the 1.8 mm value when temperature increases (Fig. 7b).
The observed minima is less evident on increasing T, the
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 7 (a) The echo signal attenuation vs. q (m−1) in LTAP04-C (D = 10
ms) for different temperatures. (b) Evolution of qmin

−1 values with
temperature (D = 10 ms).

Fig. 8 (a) Ln of attenuation vs. b for (D = 40 ms) in the temperature
range 300–420 K. (b) Arrhenius plots of DPFG values for three diffusion
D times (20, 40 and 80 ms) in the LTAP04-C sample.
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diffraction effect is strongly affected by the temperature. These
results will be discussed later.

In the determination of diffusion coefficients, only low ln(A/
A0) attenuations were again considered; despite the possible
existence of a second type of diffusing species. In Fig. 8a the ln
attenuation vs. b for D = 40 ms is shown. The temperature
dependence of DPFG values with the inverse of temperature
(Arrhenius plots) is depicted in Fig. 8b. Table S2† summarizes
DPFG, MSD and RMSD values for these experiments. From
Arrhenius plots, activation energies, deduced for D= 20, 40 and
80 ms diffusion times, were deduced (0.11–0.12 eV), indicating
the presence of a single activation energy for long-range
diffusing species.

Sol–gel samples. Diffusion coefficients of LTAP03-SG and
LTAP04-SG samples were deduced again for d = 2 ms and
increasing gradient values between 0 and 2500 G cm−1. These
measurements were deduced for different D values between 10
and 90 ms. For determination of DPFG values, criteria previously
used were adopted (ln(A/A0) > −1). In sol–gel samples, diffrac-
tion minima are considerably larger than in ceramic samples,
because of narrower particle size distribution.

Fig. 9a shows the dependence of DPFG and MSD values on D

values in LTAP03-SG. In this sample, diffusion coefficients
decrease from∼3× 10−12 to 3× 10−13 m2 s−1 with D times. The
MSD distances calculated from DPFG coefficients give values
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
near 3 × 10−13 m2, suggesting the Li connement inside small
particles (∼0.6 mm). The DPFG coefficients and MSD values
deduced for LTAP04-SG sample are near those of the LTAP03-SG
sample at room temperature. The fast decrease observed in
DPFG values with D times, indicates that lithium diffusion is
strongly restricted in sol–gel samples (see Discussion).

Finally, Rdif ∼ qmin
−1 distances deduced from echo attenu-

ated minima in LTAP03-SG and LTAP04-SG samples, decrease
towards values near 1.1 mm, when diffusion D time increase
from 10 to 30ms. The grain diameter deduced by SEM in sol–gel
samples was near 300 nm. Table S3† summarizes DPFG, MSD,
RMSD and q−1 values for LTAP03-SG and LTAP04-SG samples (D
= 20 ms).

PFG experiments were also analyzed at increasing tempera-
tures; however, DPFG values practically did not change in both
LTAP03-SG and LTAP04-SG samples.

Discussion
Structural model

The Rietveld analysis of neutron diffraction (ND) patterns
conrmed the rhombohedral R�3c symmetry of LTAP samples. In
structural renements performed on ceramic samples, atom
positions, site occupations and thermal factors were deduced in
the temperature range 300–500 K. In this analysis, most Al was
allocated at octahedral sites of NASICON phases; but, a small
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 13040–13051 | 13045



Fig. 9 (a) Dependence of diffusion DPFG coefficients and mean square
displacements on D values in LTAP03-SG sample. (b) Variation of
diffraction distances (qm

−1) with D values.
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part was detected in tetrahedral positions of secondary AlPO4

phases.11,16,26 ND Fourier map differences performed on ceramic
samples, indicated that most Li occupy M1 sites, but part of Li
occupies M3 sites (near M12 windows) of the NASICON
network. As a consequence of the Li increment, the occupation
of M3 sites was favoured at expenses of that of M1 sites.

In agreement with structural analyses, 7Li MAS-NMR spectra
of LTAP samples, showed an intense signal at 0 ppm, with CQ ∼
35 kHz and h = 0 parameters, that was ascribed to Li ions
allocated at M1 sites.16,18,28 The CQ parameter increased from 35
to 60 kHz as temperature increases, suggesting that Li1 ions
shi to more distorted sites.16,29 A deeper analysis of NMR
spectra showed the presence of an additional signal at
∼−0.5 ppm that was ascribed to Li ions at M3 sites (Fig. 1). In
this case, the absence of quadrupolar interactions, was associ-
ated with a higher mobility of lithium.
NMR relaxometry

The allocation of Li at M1 sites favoured the occupation of M12
windows during heating. When unit cell expands, quadrupolar
interactions increase considerably as a consequence of the
planar coordination of Li ions. The occupation of M3 sites (M2
cavities) was favoured when further Li is incorporated into
13046 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 13040–13051
NASICON phases. In this case, two Li ions are disposed at two
opposite triangular windows that surround M1 sites (Li3–Li3
distances ∼ 6.5 Å).11 The formation of Li pairs decreased elec-
trostatic repulsions between Li ions (Li1–Li3 distances ∼ 3.5 Å);
however, the unfavourable coordination of Li at M3 sites
favours mobility of lithium.

The hopping between M1 to M12 and between M12 to M3
sites is responsible for two relaxation mechanisms detected in
1/T1 and 1/T2 plots (Fig. S4†). At the HT 1/T1 maxima (300 K),
residence times are ∼1/y0 ∼ 10−8 s. Taken into account that
hopping distance between equivalent sites is ∼6 Å, a self-
diffusion coefficient DS ∼ 5 ×10−12 m2 s−1 was estimated.
Pulse eld gradient determinations

In the narrow gradient pulse approximation, d was xed to 2 ms
and D increased from 10 to 100 ms.30 From linear ln(A/A0) vs.
b plots, diffusion coefficients along the eld gradient direction
(z-axis) were deduced. In PFG determinations, the low g-values
region was used to eliminate diffraction effects in DPFG

determinations.27,31

In the study of DPFG values, different length scales can be

considered:30,32,33 (1) the LG ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DS=gg3

p
distance required for Li

spins to dephase 2p radians along the eld gradient direction
was rst analyzed. If we assume g= 2500 gauss cm−1 andD= 10
ms, the spin phase change several cycles per mm, what makes
possible the cancellation of the magnetization inside particles
for a given g value (see next section). (2) In the case of isotropic
diffusion along three axes, the distance that diffusing species
travel during D time, is estimated with the expression
LD ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

DSD
p

: (3) In small particles a restricted diffusion is
produced, what decreases DPFG values when D time increases.
In the case of spherical particles, structural (LS) lengths were
associated with the particle diameter. From the comparison of
LS and LD values, three different regions can be considered.
When LD < LS, diffusion motions are not restricted (free diffu-
sion); when LD∼ LS, restriction effects appear, and when LD$ LS
ions, restriction effects become important, making difficult the
analysis of DPFG values.

In compounds with rather low diffusion coefficients it is
important to use larger g values to get reliable DPFG values. Also
and in order to be close to the short pulse approximation (no
diffusion occurs during the gradient pulse duration) d values
should be short as possible. The combination of large g with
short d produces the appearance of artefacts in the attenuation
typically at short D, that changes the estimated DPFG(D) values.
Usually these effect enhance the DPFG(D) at the shortest D. In
our results it can be observed that the DPFG (10 ms) values are
much larger than the DPFG (20 ms) ones. This important
decrease can be related to the existence of eddy currents and/or
some phase shi between the gradient pulses due to experi-
mental (hardware) problems34,35 The PFGSTE sequence used in
our experiments is good to minimize eddy currents, but maybe
some phase shi is unavoidable using this sequence. The
existence of diffraction effects in the attenuation curve due to
restricted diffusion can also produce the overestimation of
DPFG(D). The MSD evolution with D, see Fig. 6a, is clearly
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 10 Dependence of experimental PFG DPFG values on diffusion D

times. These values were reproduced with eqn (8), solid lines. The
symbols notation and experimental errors are included. The values
considered in this analysis are given in Table 1. DPFG (10 ms) values are
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anomalous at short D. It should be born in mind that MSD
should increase with until reaching the diffusion space limit
(particle size). The MSD (10 ms) value is almost the same as
MSD (20 ms); this is a clear indication of overestimation of DPFG

(10 ms). So for further discussion of restricted diffusion in our
samples the DPFG (10 ms) results will not be used, despite it can
appear in plots.

In the literature, the PFG technique was used to investigate
diffusion coefficients in single Li6.5La3Zr1.5Ta0.5O12 (LLZTO)
crystals of 3 × 3 × 30 mm3 dimensions.36 In this work, PFG
experiment were done in the free diffusion regime (LD � LS),
making unlikely the presence of restriction/diffraction effects.34

In this case, deduced DPFG values were ∼2.5 × 10−12 m2 s−1 at
300 K, not being affected considerably by D times (20–100 ms).
The activation energy, 0.43 eV, agreed with that deduced from
ion conductivity. In this case experimental DPFG z DS.

In the ceramic LTAP02-C sample, diffusion LD distances
remain below the crystallites LS size (LD/LS < 1) making the
determination of DPFG coefficients reliable. For short D times,
diffusion coefficients are near DS values deduced by NMR
relaxometry, 3 × 10−12 m2 s−1 compared to 5 × 10−12 m2 s−1. In
the case LTAP04-C sample DPFG values are lower than that
deduced from relaxation measurements. In the latter case, from
1/T1r measurements (sc@300 K = 10−7.5 s), DS z 1.14 × 10−11 m2

s−1 (ref. 18) compared with DPFGz 5× 10−12 m2 s−1, see Fig. 6a.
In LTAP samples, the increment of lithium increases electro-
static Li–Li repulsions, enhancing Li mobility when going from
LTAP02-C to LTAP04-C samples. This makes LD to increase,
enhancing restriction effects for similar particle size and D

times.
When DS values increase or the crystallite size decrease

(LTAPO4-C sample), more pronounced restriction effects
appear, which causes a faster decrease in DPFG values with
diffusion D times. In the (LD ∼ LS) regime, DPFG coefficients
decrease and MSD distances increase with D times towards
constant values (Fig. 3b and 6a). For LTAP04-C sample, DPFG

and MSD values increase at increasing temperature, suggesting
that restriction effects are stronger but not still dominant.

In smaller sol–gel particles, LD $ LS, restriction effects
increase, considerably, making that DPFG coefficients decrease
faster with D, and MSD values become almost constant. Taken
into account differences observed in analyzed samples,
a parallel discussion of DPFG and RMSD values must be
undertaken in different analyzed samples.

In literature, several models have been proposed to explain
diffusion coefficients for restricted motions. The observed
decrease of DPFG coefficients with D values can be described, for
isolated spherical particles, with the Mitra expression:37

DPFG

DS

¼ 1� 4S

9VP

�
DS D

p

�1=2

� DS

2a2
DþO

�
D3=2

�
(7)

where DPFG and DS stands for PFG self-diffusion coefficients
measured in restricted and free regimes. The values DS should
be near those deduced by T1

−1 NMR relaxometry, where
restriction effects are not operating. In this expression, S and Vp
are the surface and volume of particles, a is the particle size and
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
O(D) is a residual function. For a given particle size, DPFG values
measured by PFG technique should decrease indenitely withD

values, what is not observed. This indicates that expression (7)
is only valid for small D values.

Another simple approximation has been proposed in ref. 31;
where, authors propose a simplied equation for diffusion
coefficients in isolated spherical particles

DPFGðDÞz a2

5D

h
1� e�a1

2DSD=a2
i

(8)

where a1
2 = 4.333. For short D values, the equation reproduces

DS values, but for long D values, log DPFG decrease in a linear
way with D. In this regime, diffusion coefficients are given by
the expression DR = a2/5D, that affords information about the
mean particle volume.

In Fig. 10, three regions are resolved in log DPFG (D) vs. D
plots. In the LTAP04-C sample (red lines), it was concluded that
DPFG are near DS values deduced for short D values (D < 0.01 s).
In the intermediate range (0.01 s < D < 0.1 s), DPFG decreases as
a consequence of restriction effects. Finally for long D values (D
> 0.1 s), where restrictions effects are important, logDPFG values
decrease in a linear way with D values.

The t of DPFG(D) values with eqn (8) affords an estimation of
DS values in ceramic samples, that are not strongly affected by
restrictions. In the case of sol–gel samples, where Li motion is
restricted (DSD/a

2 $ 1), DS can only estimated in an approxi-
mated way. In this case, DPFG values must be bigger than a2/0.02
∼ 1× 10−11 m2 s−1, that were near of that deduced for short D=

0.02 s values.
From the analysis of DPFG values (Table 1), it can be

concluded that DS values are high in all the LTAP samples (DS >
3 10−12 m2 s−1). The measured DPFG decrease faster in presence
of restricted motions. Restriction effects are bigger in LTAP04-C
than in LTAP02-C, but much lower than in sol–gel LTAP03-SG
and LTAP04-SG samples. To reduce restriction effects, the
powders sintering could be improved, increasing the particle
size and making more efficient the connection between grains.
not used in the fitting of the restricted diffusion model.
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Table 1 Results of fitting of DPFG(D) values to eqn (8) at RT are given
for different samples. DS: unrestricted self-diffusion coefficient. a:
particle radius

Sample DS (m
2 s−1) a (m)

LTAP02-C 3.2 × 10−12 1.81 × 10−6

LTAP04-C 6.5 × 10−12 1.45 × 10−6

LTAP03-SG >1 × 10−11 0.45 × 10−6

LTAP04-SG >1 × 10−11 0.47 × 10−6
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In LTAP samples, the increment of the Li content increases
electrostatic Li–Li repulsions, favouring the occupation of M3
sites and the creation of M1 vacancies, which increases lithium
mobility. Above 300 K, the Li1.2Ti1.7Al0.2(PO4)3 (LTAP02-C)
sample showed the presence of two diffusion species in PFG
determinations, with activation energies: 0.18 and 0.09 eV
(Fig. 4b). These two values were previously ascribed to the
presence of core–shell structures.21 In LTAP04-C sample, two
populations could not be deduced because the presence of
diffraction effects. In the case of the LTAP04-C sample, activa-
tion energy decrease to 0.12 eV. In two analyzed ceramics,
activation energy deduced from DPFG values, 0.18 and 0.12 eV,
that were not far from those deduced by HT conductivity, (0.22
eV) when correlation effects strongly diminished. To deduce
structural reasons that increase Li mobility, Density Functional
Theory (DFT) and Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations
should be used.28,29,38
Diffraction effects

During application of pulse eld gradients, the magnetic eld is
given by B0 + g(z) inside particles, making that different Li ions
display different resonance frequencies. From this fact the
orientation of magnetic spins change along the g direction,
affecting the intensity of the resulting echo magnetization.
When the spin de-phasing along the particles diameter covers
n-times the [0,2p] interval, the resultant magnetization could
disappear as a consequence of the pulse eld gradient appli-
cation. This observation results from the space calibration with
gradient pulses; that makes to decrease considerably the echo
signal intensity at specic qm(ggd) values, when qmRdif ∼ 1
(diffraction effects).39,40 However, spin memory is preserved in
PFG experiments, making that magnetization be recovered for
higher q > qm values.

The position and importance of minima must also depend
on the size and shape distributions of particles is solid elec-
trolyte powder. This inuence has not been taken into account
in the present work. Where just average particle size and
spherical particles were considered. In analyzed samples, the
position of minima changed with temperature, indicating that
distances over which magnetization is averaged, changes. In
particular, Rdif values increase with temperature, making that
the position of minima shis towards lower q values,
approaching in an asymptotic way to specic values that must
be related with the crystallites size distribution (Fig. 5b and 7a)
in sample.
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At this point, it is interesting to analyze MSD and Rdif values
deduced for different D values. To compare equivalent param-
eters, root mean square distances (RMSD) were deduced from
DPFG values, with the expression

RMSD ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
6DPFGD

p
(9)

where DPFG and D values were previously dened. The RMSD
values deduced for room temperature, in ceramic and sol–gel
samples, are given in Fig. 10. In sol–gel samples, deduced DS

values are larger than in ceramic samples; however, RMSD
values calculated from corresponding DPFG(D) in these samples
decreased faster, as a consequence of restriction effects and are
lower than for ceramic samples at D $ 30 ms.

In Fig. 2, SEM micrographs allowed an estimation of the
averaged crystallites size. In this analysis, only smaller particles
(more abundant) have been considered. In ceramic samples,
the particles size (diameter) was ∼2 mm in LTAP02-C and ∼1.5
mm in LTAP04-C, but in sol–gel samples, the particles size were
∼300 and 400 nm in LTAP03-SG and LTAP04-SG samples
respectively. The particle radius obtained at room temperature
from de application of eqn (8) to the DPFG(D) values is in good
agreement with the results of Rdif at RT in the LTAP04-C sample
z 1.5 mm, see Fig. 7b. The result obtained from PFG is related to
the haiV mean radius in the volumetric distribution, so larger
particles should have a weight in this value even if they are
much less abundant. The values deduced at room temperature,
from the t to eqn (8) and Rdif values are much different for the
sol–gel samples. The calculated value (Table 2) are closer to the
value deduced form the SEM micrographs, but Rdif values differ
considerably.

Taken into account that this comparison has been per-
formed at room temperature, the analysis was extended to
higher temperatures.

In Fig. 11, a comparison of Rdif and RMSD distances is per-
formed for different temperatures. In the ceramic LTAP04C
sample, Rdif distances (qm

−1) increases slowly from 1.5 to 1.7
mm, but RMSD distances increase from 1.2 to 1.6 mm in the 300–
420 K temperature range. In this gure, Rdif and RMSD values
extrapolated at high temperatures approach the value deduced
by SEM micrographs, 1.5 mm. In the case of the LTAP02-C
sample, only the temperature dependence of RMSD values
could be deduced. The absence of important restrictions make
that RMSD values increase in a monotonous way with temper-
ature, approaching the crystallite size, 1.5 mm, at the highest
temperatures. In the case of sol–gel samples, only SEM and Rdif

values at 300 K (∼0.4 and 1 mm) could be deduced.
In LTAP04-C, Rdif ∼ qm

−1 values changed from 1.6 to 1.3 mm
when going from D = 20 to D = 40 ms. These values are near
those deduced from DPFG(D) values measured at increasing
temperatures, SEM microscopy 1.5 mm and particle radius
deduced by the restricted diffusion model, Table 1. In sol–gel
samples, Rdif values deduced from minima vary from 1.5 to 1.2
mm when going from D = 10 to 30 ms in LTAP03-SG and from
1.8 to 1.3 mm when going from D = 10 to 30 ms in LTAP04-SG.
Differences detected with respect SEM values, and model
results in Table 1, suggest that connectivity between grains is
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 2 Temperature dependence of charge carrier concentration calculated from deduced dc conductivity values from ref. 21 and self-
diffusion coefficients deduced in this work. Conductivity values in ref. 21 at RT are slightly lower than microcrystal “bulk” values39

Sample T (K) bsbulk(T) (S cm−1) DS (m
2 s−1) N(T) N(T)a

LTAP02-C 290 0.00214 3.2 × 10−12 6.24 × 1021 1.57 × 1021

LTAP04-C 293 0.0025 6.5 × 10−12 3.64 × 1021 9.12 × 1020

LTAP04-C 300 0.00327 8.2 × 10−12 3.87 × 1021 9.72 × 1020

LTAP04-C 330 0.00758 1.4 × 10−11 5.79 × 1021 1.44 × 1021

LTAP04-C 360 0.01415 2.2 × 10−11 7.50 × 1021 1.87 × 1021

LTAP04-C 390 0.02528 3.4 × 10−11 9.42 × 1021 2.35 × 1021

LTAP04-C 420 0.04104 4.2 × 10−11 1.32 × 1022 3.31 × 1021

a N(T) calculated from extrapolated sbulk(T) at 10
3 Hz. b From ref. 21.

Fig. 11 Variation of Rdif distances (triangles) with temperature for the
ceramic LTAP04 sample. In this figure, RMSD values obtained for D =

10 and 20ms, are denoted by squares and circles (RMSD1 and RMSD2).
Average grain size deduced by SEM are denoted by horizontal
segments (—). In this plot results obtained in ceramic LTAP02 and sol–
gel LTAPSG samples are included.
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improved at the highest temperatures, as a consequence of the
fused glassy phases formed (Fig. 2).

The dependence of the minima position and RMSD values
on D times and temperature is similar to that detected on DPFG

coefficients, suggesting that kinetics parameters are not strictly
separated from geometrical ones. The agreement in the
deduced Rdif value among the sol–gel samples and the LTAP04-
C one make that these results should be regarded with care,
specially the evolution of the diffraction effect with D. In the
echo attenuation of spins trapped in an spherical inclusion
(particle) with perfectly reecting boundaries the diffraction
effect is stronger in attenuation magnitude for larger D. Short
d values also increases the diffraction attenuation. If magneti-
zation relaxation is present in the particle surface the effect is to
reduce the diffraction effect on increasing D, but with an
effective narrowing of the particle.39,41 The diffraction effect due
to the phase shi between gradient pulses artefact, can explain
the observed phenomena and the evolution of the echo atten-
uation with D. Further experiments are necessary to elucidate
the origin of the diffraction effect. A similar behaviour of qm

−1

with D was reported in LAGP compounds,25 where, authors
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
related this behaviour to the existence of faster Li species that
diffuses to longer distances before reaching boundaries.
Charge carrier concentration

Li1+xTi2−xAlx(PO4)3 LTAP ceramic compounds are among the
best lithium conductors. In this series, ion conductivity
increased considerably from x = 0 to x = 0.2, passing through
a broad maximum (5 × 10−3 S cm−1 at RT) at x = 0.4 and
decreasing above this composition.42 In sol–gel samples, RT
bulk conductivity increased slowly up to 7.0 × 10−3 S cm−1 in x
= 0.4 sample, and then decreases.26

Ion-conductivity is related to the conductivity diffusion
coefficient (Ds) by the expression:

sdc(T) = [e2N/kT]Ds(T) (10)

where N stands for the number of Li ions, e is the electron
charge and k is the Boltzmann's constant. Ds(T) is related to the
self-diffusion coefficient as Ds(T) = DS(T)/HR, being HR the
Haven ratio.43 Assuming that the tracer diffusion coefficient and
the self-diffusion coefficient have the same value. From this
relation, it could be possible to estimate the charge carrier
concentration that participate in conduction processes using
a typical value of the HR of z0.6.43 Due to the diffusion
restriction inside de sample particles, DS(T) should be obtained
from the application of the restricted diffusion model, eqn (8),
to the DPFG(D,T) values obtained at each temperature (see
Fig. S2a,† for the tting of data).

The calculated N values deduced from eqn (10) for sample
LTAP04-C as a function of temperature are included in Table 2,
showing an increase of the charge carrier concentration with
temperature. The activation energy deduced for the bulk
conductivity at analyzed temperatures is 0.24 eV.21 The activa-
tion energy for the Li diffusion process, calculated DS(T), is
0.15 eV (Fig. S2b†), so the increment of N with temperature can
be related to the activated charge carrier formation. The incre-
ment of the charge carrier number N, is a factor four in the
analyzed temperature range (300–430 K).

The expected concentrations of Li in LTAP02-C and LTAP04-
C are close to 5.5 × 1021 cm−3 and 6.4 × 1021 cm−3 respectively.
These values are smaller than deduced from N values calculated
from DS(T) and “bulk” dc conductivity. At RT for LTAP02-C and
at T > 330 K for LTAP04-C, see Table 2. As, N values are the result
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 13040–13051 | 13049
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of s/DS ratio, an error in the determination of any of two
magnitudes has a strong effect. If “bulk” conductivity is
assumed correct, these results support the idea that deduced
DS(T) are smaller than true ones. However, if “bulk” dc
conductivity, dened at the frequency range 107 to 109 Hz, is not
appropriate, N values should not make sense.

At this point it is interesting to comment that in fast solid
electrolytes related to the b′′ Al2O3 structure, it is not possible to
nd a true dc plateau in the log(s(u)) vs. log(u) plots. A slope
close to n= 0.15 instead ofz 0 has been found in single crystals
of these solid-electrolytes.44 Despite the inuence of the
Maxwell–Wagner polarization due to the electrode blocking,
this effect should be mainly associated with the sub-diffusive
nature of ion transport. In the case of the LTAP phases, the dc
“plateau” presented a slope in the range 0.15 < n < 0.11, see
Fig. 8 in ref. 21. The compositional heterogeneity seems to be
behind this lack of pure dc “plateau”.41,42 In LTAP samples,
a clustering of Al has been deduced from the analysis of 31P
spectra, concluding the existence of external regions (shell) with
higher Al concentration than inside particles (core).26 In other
fast electrolytes ceramics like La0.6Li0.2TiO3 and La0.5Li0.16-
Sr0.16TiO3 the slope in the dc “plateau” is much lower (n= 0.05),
see Fig. 7 and 9 of ref. 45.

In PFG experiments performed here DS values deduced by
eqn (8) in LTAP02-C not differ much from DS z 5 × 10−12 m2

s−1 obtained from relaxation measurements, see Fig. S2a and
10.† In the case of LTAP04-C the difference is larger (from 6.5 ×

10−12 m2 s−1 to 1.14 × 10−11 m2 s−1). On the other hand, the
absence of a true “bulk” conductivity plateau related to a sub-
diffusive behaviour implies a variation of sample conductivity
with frequency, decreasing in value on decreasing frequency. In
the calculation of DS with the simple model of eqn (8) no sub-
diffusion is considered, so a correction of the “bulk” conduc-
tivity value to a time measuring window closer to that used in
the PFG experiment can be implemented. If the log(s(u)) values
are extrapolated to 103 Hz for each temperature, it is possible to
take conductivity value at the same time scale that used in DS(T)
determinations. In this case, N(T) values deduced from
comparison of DS(T) and sdc conductivity are better justied.
This correction produces a reduction of ∼0.25 times of the
“bulk” conductivity for 4 order of magnitude of frequency
reduction. Using the extrapolated value, the concentration of
charge carriers N is reduced in the same amount, see Table 2.
Using this approximation the charge carrier concentration is
below the nominal one in the analyzed temperature range.
From these results, an enthalpy of carriers formation Hf =

0.1 eV is obtained; adding up both enthalpies (Hf + HDS) =

0.25 eV, resulting values are near activation energy deduced
from the “bulk” conductivity, 0.24 eV.21

The possible sub-diffusion deduced in the LTAP can have
important implication for the application of these materials in
electrochemical devices.

As the majority of the crystalline solid electrolytes are ob-
tained in powder form, special effort must be done in deter-
mination of the powder microstructure, because the
importance of the diffusion space (grain size) on diffusion
coefficients. In particular, the presence of core–shell effects,
13050 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 13040–13051
internal barriers46 or compositional heterogeneities limits the
long range diffusion of lithium. The study of powder samples
with a narrow distribution of grain sizes and rather large crys-
tallites will permit to better model experimental results. From
this fact, the use of the powerful NMR PFG technique will
permit to obtain good estimations of intrinsic lithium diffusion
coefficients. In all cases, this study will afford important infor-
mation for the optimization of solid electrolytes.

Conclusions

Extended motions were investigated with the NMR-PFG tech-
nique in LTAP samples prepared by sol–gel and ceramic routes.
In PFG experiments, time scales differ considerably from those
involved in 1/T2 and 1/T1 measurements, however, DPFG values
deduced for short D times are in the range of those deduced by
NMR relaxometry. The diffusion coefficients measured in two
ceramic samples conrm the increment of conductivity
produced at increasing Al/Li contents in LTAP samples.

Special care must be taken to avoid experimental artifacts
that can overestimate the DPFG(D) values at short D, by a ne
selection of the PFGSTE sequence and experimental
parameters.

In all analyzed samples, diffusion coefficients measured at
short D times are between 5 × 10−12 and 1 × 10−11 m2 s−1. At
increasing D times, diffusion coefficients decrease due to
restriction. In ceramic LTAP02-C sample, Li diffusion is less
restricted than in LTAP04-C sample, where DPFG values increase
and particle size decreases. The analysis of DPFG coefficients in
sol–gel LTAP03-SG and LTAP04-SG samples, shows strong
restriction effects that considerably reduce DPFG values when D

times increase, suggesting that Li diffusion is strongly restricted
when the LTAP particles are smaller than 1 mm.

Reliable DS values can be deduced from experimental
DPFG(D)values by using simple models that take into account
the distribution of particle sizes in the solid electrolyte powder.

From diffusion measurements performed at increasing
temperatures, particle size was estimated from MSD and qm

−1

values. To reduce restriction effects, denser samples with large
crystallites should be prepared.

The estimation of charge carrier concentration form
deduced DS values and “bulk” dc conductivity, supports the
possibility of sub-diffusion in the Li transport along the LTAP
crystallites.

In future works, the PFG technique will permit a deeper
understanding of transport properties in fast ionic conductors
and the inuence of the preparation conditions for their
optimization.
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